Today's Puzzle

Across
1 Open spaces
5 Ancient Roman orator
11 Tablet download
14 “This doesn't look good!”
15 “The old-fashioned way” to make money, in an old ad
16 Hawaiian welcome
17 Like a versatile wardrobe
19 Implore
20 Mark of Zorro
21 Gloomy thinkers
23 Sub detection device
26 Devious
27 The “E” in Q.E.D.
28 Partner for the big high school dance
30 Full of pluck
32 Place for a bud or a plug
33 Solves, with “out”
35 Seafood-based party bowlful
38 Chess game blunder
42 Hastily donned
44 Geese flight formation
45 Alabama seaport
48 Dined
51 2010 Apple debut
52 Butter serving
53 Young women
54 Sell for
57 Bikini top
58 Little hill crawler
59 Frantic rush, or a hint to each set of circles
64 Hair-stiffening stuff
65 Not ready to eat, as fruit
66 Fairway club
67 Before, in verse
68 Up-and-down playground fixture
69 Auction-ending word

Yesterday’s Solution

Across
1 Open spaces
5 Ancient Roman orator
11 Tablet download
14 “This doesn't look good!”
15 “The old-fashioned way” to make money, in an old ad
16 Hawaiian welcome
17 Like a versatile wardrobe
19 Implore
20 Mark of Zorro
21 Gloomy thinkers
23 Sub detection device
26 Devious
27 The “E” in Q.E.D.
28 Partner for the big high school dance
30 Full of pluck
32 Place for a bud or a plug
33 Solves, with “out”
35 Seafood-based party bowlful
38 Chess game blunder
42 Hastily donned
44 Geese flight formation
45 Alabama seaport
48 Dined
51 2010 Apple debut
52 Butter serving
53 Young women
54 Sell for
57 Bikini top
58 Little hill crawler
59 Frantic rush, or a hint to each set of circles
64 Hair-stiffening stuff
65 Not ready to eat, as fruit
66 Fairway club
67 Before, in verse
68 Up-and-down playground fixture
69 Auction-ending word

Down
1 Chewing __
2 Sushi tuna
3 Quaint curse
4 Captain Marvel’s magic word
5 Formally hand over
6 Beatles’ “__ the Walrus”
7 Seafood item needing to be cracked
8 Way to get in
9 Puerto __
10 Roman __
11 Physicist Einstein
12 View with interest
13 Pen for porkers
18 Unhip type
22 Reason-based faith
23 Blueprint detail, briefly
24 Daunting exam
25 Romance writer Roberts
26 R.E.M. frontman Michael
41 Sniggler’s catch
43 Doodad
45 Desert illusion
46 First game in a series
47 War movie scene
49 Taj Mahal city
50 Great Lakes natives for whom an Ohio county is named
52 Mission priest
55 Irreverent Don of talk radio
56 Turnpike division
57 Make, as tea
60 Tax whiz, briefly
61 Sis’ sib
62 Online “Ha-ha!”
63 Come to a close
Today’s Puzzle

Today’s Birthday: April 20

Grow through travel and discovery this year. Strengthen career structures and routines for success. Summer cash flow delays motivate a surge in creativity. Expect travel barriers. A winter financial squeeze leads to surging gains for a shared venture. Investigate a beloved subject at a deeper level.

Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today is a 9 -- You have extra energy. Pursue a personal passion. Don’t worry about the future. Take care of yourself, here and now. Support yourself to help others.


Gemini (May 21- June 20) -- Today is an 8 -- Coordinate action with friends for satisfying results. Together, you’re a powerful force. Teamwork wins. Take advantage of a lucky break. Plan your moves carefully.

Cancer (June 21- July 22) -- Today is an 8 -- Ensure that what you build is solid. Don’t bend the rules. Powerful negotiations can persuade someone important. Proceed with caution. Collaborate for shared gain.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today is an 8 -- You're learning valuable new tricks. Apply them to real world problems. Practical actions get positive results. Grow your professional tool belt with new skill sets.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- Today is an 8 -- You're smarter united. Put heads and hearts together to come up with financial solutions around a challenge. Collaborate and adjust for a growth trajectory.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -- Today is an 8 -- Partnership is more than the sum of two parts. Amplify each other’s talents to new heights and lucrative gain. Encourage and propel shared account growth.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -- Today is a 9 -- Prioritize health. Rely on a strong partnership. Provide your strengths and talents. Routines could get disrupted; maintain communication for smooth sailing. Collaborate for shared ease.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- Today is an 8 -- Love puts a spring in your step. Grow energy levels with rest, exercise and good food. Get your heart pumping for a passion.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -- Today is an 8 -- Domestic pleasures entice. Play your favorite games with people you love. Avoid travel and settle in with popcorn and hot drinks. Share your heart.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -- Today is an 8 -- Adapt to new circumstances. Change the story that you’re writing. Postpone travel and get into domestic improvements. Cook up something delicious with your family.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -- Today is a 9 -- Your ideas are attracting attention. Don’t count your chickens until they’re hatched. Return correspondence and communications. Network and share ideas, resources and opportunities.